Harmony Kingdom 2000 Collector's Value Guide
**Synopsis**

Keep track of your collection with the easy-to-use Collector’s Value Guide, featuring large, color photos of every Harmony Kingdom piece and the Pictiresque line What's new for 2000 Interviews with founder Noel Wiggins and artist Martin Perry An in-depth look at Harmony Kingdom variations A comprehensive journey through the realm of Harmony Kingdom.
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**Customer Reviews**

Want to know what your Harmony Kingdom pieces are worth? This book is a must for any collector, or anyone contemplating collecting. Just looking at the beautiful, large pictures will pique your interest! The book is really a handbook, with space on each page to write down what you paid, when, and the value of the item. Each is assigned a value, so you have a guideline when you purchase a piece. They are all in there! There is even a section on the secondary market, and pages in the back to record future releases. All this, an introduction to the artists at Harmony Kingdom, and more. If you aren’t a collector yet, you will be after reading this book! This book is a real bargain.

Get a newer ones - prices have changed in the last 6 yrs. - this is now a waste of money.

The book did not address all of the Harmony Kingdom available at the time. I bought it as a value book and at least 1/3 of the book had no price references.
Download to continue reading...
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